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My co-design journey



Why the growing interest in co-design?

“...past efforts to solve complex 
policy problems have been too 
fragmented and not built on an 
understanding of the complex 
social systems they must work 
in..” 1

“....leaving governments with 
little choice ‘but to innovate’ 
through more ‘experimental 
approaches that requires new 
capabilities and skills” 2

“There has never been a 
better time, full of 
opportunity for social 
innovation work, as right now 
in New Zealand.” 3

Challenge Response Opportunity

The Rise of public sector innovation labs, 
Michael McGann, Emma Blomkamp, Jenny M 
Lewis, 2018

Policy by Design — reflections on the 
Auckland Symposium, Dr Emma Blomkamp

From Complexity to Collaboration,  Elizabeth 
Eppel, Girol Karacaoglu & Donna Provoost 2018



Set up in 2014 by Auckland 
Policy Office

Central and local 
government collaboration

Role
● Explore co-design
● Complex social issues
● Foster collaboration 

and build capability

About the Lab



The Lab’s focus areas

Challenges and 
projects

Generating and 
sharing

knowledge

Practice
development



Place based team - South 
Auckland

Community and social 
innovation

Focus on ‘cradle to career’

● Strengths based
● Whānau / family centric
● System level change

Southern Initiative



Co-design Lab / Phase 1
Jan 2015 to Jan 2017

Co-design process / challenges and case for 
change / insights



Co-design process



Drivers licensing challenge Family violence empathy tool

Co-design masterclassesThe Attitude Gap Challenge

Story of phase 1



The system immune response

* From Design Thinking to Systems Change: How to invest in innovation for   
social impact by Rowan Conway, Jeff Masters and Jake Thorold, July 2017



Co-design challenges 
helped reframe complex 

issues, elevates and 
engages unheard voices 

and shines a light on 
unintended policy 

consequences

Insights / reflections

A ‘case for change’ requires 
a policy pathway for 

implementation. Thinking 
about practical next steps 

and strategic alignment must 
be integral to the design 

process not a bolt on. 

Co-design values existing 
evidence. Lived experience 
data helps tell the stories 

behind population data. If the 
conditions are right people 

want to engage and 
participate



Co-design Lab / phase 2
Feb 2017 to present

Practice development / capability building /  
insights



Capabilities and conditions for co-design

More info: www.aucklandco-lab.nz/practice/



Co-design projects Practice development

Sharing knowledgeCo-creating knowledge

Story of phase 2



Mini case study

Early Years Challenge

Co-design / whānau centric / 
strengths based / toxic stress / 
/ communication / TSI

More info: www.aucklandco-lab.nz/projects







What we’re learning



Time limited sprints and 
challenges can create a call 

to action but complex 
policy issues require time 
and patience. Change is 

likely to be discontinuous.

Insights / reflections

Shifting the dynamics of 
power and participation 

created space for people to 
be involved in a more 

meaningful and reciprocal 
way that helps build new 

capabilities

Communication is key. 
Outputs from co-design work 

need to engage policy 
makers and invite action. It 

might mean hiding your tools 
and process. 



“Think like a system, act 
like an entrepreneur”

From Design Thinking to Systems Change How to invest in innovation 

for social impact - RSA



Thank you



Sources

1 From Complexity to Collaboration A provocation for 
change by Elizabeth Eppel, Girol Karacaoglu and Donna 
Provoost 2018

2 The Rise of public sector innovation labs: experiments 
in design thinking, Michael McGann, Emma Blomkamp, 
Jenny M Lewis, March 2018, Melbourne University

3 Policy by Design — reflections on the Auckland 
Symposium, Dr Emma Blomkamp
https://medium.com/@emmablomkamp/policy-by-design
-reflections-on-the-auckland-symposium-8f1ca1e5d80c

From Design Thinking to Systems Change How to invest in 
innovation for social impact - RSA
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Spares….



1. Connecting and utilising 
evidence developed 
through design to inform 
policy development, 
evaluation and 
decision-making.

3. Creating the conditions 
and capabilities for 
prototyping, testing and 
experimentation in a policy 
context.

2. Shifting the dynamics of 
power and participation in 
people-centred policy 
development. 

Insights



Co-design methodology Principles and mindsets

Emphasis on challenges / sprints Emphasis on practice development

Reports as outputs Resources as outputs

Leading and developing Growing capability and coaching

Resource intensive Efficient

Co-design Lab 
phase 1

Jan 2015 - Jan 2017

Co-design Lab 
phase 2

Feb 2017 - present



System level

Place, community, whānau

The combination....of TSI and the 
Lab creates...a partnership that 
combines an institutional 
structure focused on 
implementation with an 
innovation engine that can design 
and test approaches to achieve 
transformative outcomes.

Dr. Ingrid Burkett, TACSI
TSI: Reviewing Strengths & Opportunities

Working at two level


